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I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC DEFINITIONS
Let n be the n-dimensional vector space of all n-tuples over the finite field and C is called an e-error correcting code. Two binary codes C 1 and C 2 of length n are isomorphic if there exists a coordinate permutation such that C 2 = f(c) j c 2 C 1 g. They are equivalent if there exists a vector a 2 n and a coordinate permutation such that C 2 = fa + (c) j c 2 C 1 g.
A binary perfect 1-error correcting code (briefly in this correspondence, binary perfect code) C of length n is a subset of n , with minimum distance d = 3, such that all the vectors in n are within distance one from a codeword. For any t > 1 there exists exactly one binary linear perfect code of length 2 t 0 1, up to equivalence, which is the well-known Hamming code. An extended code of the code C is a code resulting from adding an overall parity check digit to each codeword of C.
The intersection problem for binary perfect codes was proposed by Etzion and Vardy in [8] . They presented a complete solution to this problem for binary Hamming codes: for each t 3, there exist two Hamming codes H 1 and H 2 of length n = 2 number of codewords (H1; H2) in the intersection of these two codes is (H 1 ; H 2 ) = 2 n0r for r = t; t + 1; . . . ; 2t: (1) In general, for binary perfect codes of any length, they found the smallest intersection number, which consists of two codewords. Moreover, for binary perfect codes, they also investigated the intersection numbers given by switchings in the binary Hamming codes, which was improved in [1] , [2] . Bar-Yahalom and Etzion solved the intersection problem for q-ary cyclic codes in [3] . The intersection problem for q-ary perfect codes is investigated in [16] . In [13] , the intersection problem is also solved for Hadamard codes of length 2 t and of length 2 t s (s odd and t 6), as long as there exists a Hadamard matrix of length 4s.
The present correspondence is structured as follows. This section contains the basic definitions of 2 4-additive codes and their duals. These codes after a Gray map lead to the 4 -linear and 2 4 -linear codes. We present some useful properties to manage those which are perfect codes and extended perfect codes. Section II is devoted to the generic class of 2 4 -additive codes establishing some results for the abelian group structure of the intersection and the intersection numbers for these codes. In Section III, we solve the intersection problem for the 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes with = 0, i.e., for the quaternary linear perfect codes. We establish the lower and upper bounds for the intersection number and also for the parameters of the abelian group structure of the intersection of these codes. Moreover, we construct quaternary linear perfect codes with all the permitted parameters between these bounds. Finally, Section IV obtains the same results as in Section III but now for the 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes with 6 = 0.
A. 2 4 -Additive Codes
Let 4 be the ring of integers modulo 4 and let n 4 be the set of all quaternary vectors of length n. As we said before, any nonempty subset C of n is a binary code and a subgroup of n is called a binary linear code or a 2-linear code. Equivalently, any nonempty subset C of n 4
is a quaternary code and a subgroup of n 4 is called a quaternary linear code.
Let C be a subgroup of 2 2 4 and let C = 8(C), where 8 is the extension of the usual Gray map 8 : 2 2 4 0! n 2 , n = + 2, given by 8(x; y) = (x; (y1); . . . ; (y )) 8x 2 2 8y = (y 1 ; . . . ; y ) 2 4 where : 4 0! 2 2 is the usual Gray map, that is, (0) = (0; 0); (1) = (0; 1); (2) = (1; 1), (3) = (1; 0).
Since C is a subgroup of 2 2 4 , it has an abelian structure like 2 2 4 . Therefore, C is of type 2 4 as a group, it has jCj = 2 +2 codewords and the number of order two codewords in C is 2 + . We call such code C a 2 4-additive code of type (; ; ; ) and the binary image C = 8(C) a 2 4-linear code of type (; ; ; ). When = 0, the binary code C = C corresponds to a binary linear code. On the other hand, when = 0, we see that C is a quaternary linear code and the corresponding binary code C = 8(C) is called a 4-linear code. Note that the length of the binary code C is n = + 2.
Moreover, although C could not have a basis, it is interesting and adequate to define a generator matrix for C as G = Notice that in some cases we will need to refer to the type of a 2 4-additive code as (; ; ; ; ), where comes from the following consideration. Let X be the set of 2 coordinate positions. Call CX the punctured code of C by deleting the coordinates outside X. Let C b be the subcode of C which contains all order two codewords and let be the dimension of (C b )X, which is a binary linear code. For the case = 0, we will write = 0.
A map that consists of multiplying by 01 certain coordinates of a vector in 2 2 4 will be called inversion. Let i be an inversion only on the ith coordinate. Two 2 4 -additive codes C 1 and C 2 both of type (; ; ; ; ) are said to be monomially equivalent if there exists a coordinate permutation and an inversion such that C 1 = ((C 2 )). Two 2 4 -additive codes which differ only by a coordinate permutation are said to be permutation equivalent (see [10] ).
If two 2 4 -additive codes C 1 and C 2 are monomially equivalent, then, after the Gray map, the corresponding 2 4 -linear codes C 1 = 8(C 1 ) and C 2 = 8(C 2 ) are isomorphic as binary codes. Note that the inverse statement is not always true.
B. Duality of 2 4 -Additive Codes
We will use the following definition (see [14] ) of the inner product in 2 2 4 :
where u; v 2 2 2 4 . Note that when = 0 the inner product is the usual one for 4 -vectors (i.e., vectors over 4 ) and when = 0 it is twice the usual one for 2 -vectors.
The additive orthogonal code (or additive dual code) of C, denoted by C ? , is defined in the standard way C ? = fu 2 2 2 4 j u 1 v = 0 for all v 2 Cg:
The corresponding binary code 8(C ? ) is denoted by C ? and called the 2 4-dual code of C. In the case = 0, C ? is also called the quaternary orthogonal code (or quaternary dual code) of C and C ?
The additive dual code C ? is also a 2 4 -additive code, that is a subgroup of 2 2 4 . Its weight enumerator polynomial is related to the weight enumerator polynomial of C by McWilliams identity (see [7] ). Notice that C and C ? are not dual in the binary linear sense but the weight enumerator polynomial of C ? is the McWilliams transform of the weight enumerator polynomial of C. So, we have (see [14] ) jCjjC ? j = 2 +2 : (3) It is known (see [5] ) that the additive dual code of a 2 4 -additive code C of type (; ; ; ; ), denoted by C ? , is of type (; ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ), where 0 = + 0 2 0 = 0 0 + 0 = 0 : (4) Notice that given a quaternary linear code C of type (0;; ; ), the additive dual code C ? is of type (see [9] ) (0;; ; 0 0 ):
Because the type of any 2 4-additive code C is uniquely defined by the type of its dual code, for the sake of brevity we will hereinafter use the notation 2 4-additive code C of dual type (; ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ) which means that its additive dual code C ? is a 2 4-additive code of type (; ; 0 ; 0 ; 0 ).
C. 2 4 -Additive Extended Perfect Codes
Throughout this correspondence we will allow ourselves to use the term 2 4 -additive perfect codes for 2 4 -additive codes that, after the Gray map, give perfect 2 4-linear codes. Also, we will use the term 2 4-additive extended perfect codes for 2 4-additive codes that, after the Gray map, give a code with the parameters of an extended perfect 2 4-linear code.
Apart from the linear binary case, as is the case when = 0, there are two different kinds of 2 4-additive extended perfect codes, those with 6 = 0 and those with = 0. We will distinguish between these two cases because the constructions are different. In view of this theorem, we can create the table (see [6] ) as shown at the bottom of the page.
Note that for length 7 the two codes are isomorphic and for lengths greater than 7 all the codes in the Notice that for these extended perfect 2 4 -linear codes (or the corresponding 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes), it is not necessary to specify the parameter . Using the parity-check matrix of any such code (see [6] ) and the definition of (see above or [5] ), it is not difficult to show that = . We therefore simply refer to 2 4 -additive perfect codes of type (; ; ; ). Also notice that in this case given a 2 4 -additive perfect code C of type (; ; ; ), the additive dual code C ? is of type (; ; 0 ; 0 ). The corresponding 2 4-additive codes of these extended perfect 4-linear codes are 2 4-additive extended perfect codes with = 0. It was established in [4] The study of 2 4-additive extended perfect codes is totally different if they come from the extended code of a perfect 2 4-linear code as in Theorem 1 or from extended perfect 4-linear codes as in Theorem 2. Note that, in the first case, the vector with binary ones in the binary part and quaternary twos in the quaternary part is always in both codes, the 2 4-additive extended perfect code and its additive dual code. In the second case, up to monomial equivalence, the quaternary all-ones vector is always in the 2 4-additive extended perfect code and its additive dual code.
II. INTERSECTION OF 2 4 -ADDITIVE CODES
In this section we consider the intersection problem for generic 2 4-additive codes, with the same parameters and , hence also of the same length.
We will use the same starting point as in [8] and [3] . Let C 1 ; C 2 be two 2 4-additive codes. From the well-known second theorem of isomorphism for groups, we can write As with the binary case (see [8] ), the above lemma leads us to the following interpretation. Let H1 and H2 be parity-check matrices of C 1 and C 2 , respectively. Then, H1 H 2 is a parity-check matrix for the intersection code C 1 \ C 2 . For the sake of brevity, as in [8] , we further denote this last matrix by H1 k H2. We begin considering the case = 0, and after that, we will generalize the result to cover all 2 4 -additive codes.
Proposition 1: For any two quaternary linear codes C 1 and C 2 of type (0; ; 1 ; 1 ) and (0; ; 2 ; 2 ), respectively, the code hC 1 ; C 2 i is a quaternary linear code of type (0; ; ; ), where 2fmax( 1 ; 2 ); . . . ; min( 1 + 2 ; )g (7) and max(; 1 + 1; 2 + 2) + min( 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 ; ): (8) Proof: Let G1 and G2 be generator matrices of two arbitrary quaternary linear codes C 1 and C 2 of length and types (0; ; 1 ; 1 ) and (0; ; 2; 2), respectively. Consider the matrix G1 k G2, which is a generator matrix of the code hC1; C2i of type (0; ; ; ). After some additive transformations we obtain from the matrix G 1 k G 2 a quaternary matrix, denoted by G, with independent rows of order two and independent rows of order four. It is straightforward to see that max( 1 ; 2 ) and 1 + 2 . Also, must be true because the number of coordinates is always greater or equal than the number of independent vectors. Thus, (7) holds.
Note that in the code hC 1 ; C 2 i there could be vectors of order two which neither come from C 1 nor C 2 . This is because there could exist two vectors of order four, u 2 C1 and v 2 C2, such that they satisfy Lemma 2. For this reason, we cannot assure that 1 + 2 . However, since in these cases the equality = 1 + 2 is not attainable, we can always assure that + 1 + 1 + 2 + 2. Also, since the total number of coordinates is , it is not possible to have more than independent vectors and so + . This solves the right part in (8) .
For the left part, observe that the total number of independent vectors of order two in hC 1 ; C 2 i is greater than or equal to this number in C 1 or C 2 and so max( 1 + 1 ; 2 + 2 ) + . After fixing a value for which fulfills the requirement in (7), it is technically possible for a negative value for to satisfy this last inequality max( 1 + 1 ; 2 + 2 ) +.
To avoid this, it is appropriate to write this inequality as follows, like in the statement: max(; 1 + 1 ; 2 + 2 ) + .
Proposition 2: For any two 2 4-additive codes C1 and C2 of type (; ; 1 ; 1 ; 1 ) and (; ; 2 ; 2 ; 2 ) respectively, the code hC 1 ; C 2 i is a 2 4 -additive code of type (; ; ; ; ), where 2fmax(1;2); . . . ; min(1 + 2; )g (9) max( 1 ; 2 ) min( 1 + 2 ; ) (10) and + + min(1+2+ 1+ 2; + ): (11) Proof: We use the same argumentation as in Proposition 1. Taking into account that always , we can easily obtain (9) and (11) .
To obtain ( We will end this section by describing the intersection numbers for 2 4-additive codes. This involves describing the intersection code by only referring to the cardinality and not the abelian group structure. The following lemma allows us to compute the size for its additive dual code. Considering the lower bounds in (9)- (11), that is max(1; 2) , max( 1 ; 2 ) and + + , we have max( 1 ; 2 ) + 2 max( 1 ; 2 ) + 2 + 2, which is the lower bound in (12) . 
III. INTERSECTION OF QUATERNARY LINEAR PERFECT CODES
In this section, we consider 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes such that = 0, which will also be called quaternary linear perfect codes. In Section III-A, we investigate the intersection problem for these codes and in Section III-B the abelian group structure for their intersection codes.
Given two 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes C 1 and C 2 with the same parameter , we study the intersection problem C1 \ ((C2)), where ((C 2 )) is monomially equivalent to C 2 . Without loss of generality, we can assume that the quaternary all-ones vector always belongs to the quaternary dual codes of C1 and C2. For technical reasons, we first only focus on the intersection problem C 1 \ (C 2 ) and, at the end of these subsections, we generalize the results to consider all the intersections C1 \ ((C2)).
A. Intersection Problem for Quaternary Linear Perfect Codes
Throughout this subsection, unless otherwise stated, we assume that the quaternary all-ones vector always belongs to the quaternary dual of any quaternary linear perfect code. So, the quaternary all-ones vector also belongs to the quaternary linear perfect codes of length = 2 t01 , where t > 3.
All statements presented in the previous section are valid for such quaternary linear perfect codes with some modifications. So, we are going to omit some proof indicating only some specific properties of these codes. Thus, considering that the quaternary all-ones vector belongs to the quaternary dual of any quaternary linear perfect code, we immediately obtain the following statement from Proposition 1. The following two theorems give us the solution of the intersection problem for quaternary linear perfect codes. First, we present the lower and the upper bounds. Then, we show that there exist such codes for any possible intersection number between these bounds. Proof: We can not use Proposition 3 directly, since the case t = 3
is not included. However, using the same argumentation, for t 3 we have that min(1 + 2 0 1; ) (13) and + min(1 + 2 + 1 + 2 0 1; ): (14) Therefore, 1 + 2 0 1 and + 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 0 1. Hence, +2 2(t+1)02 = 2t, since 1 +21 = 2 +22 = t+1.
Using similar arguments to that in the proof of Theorem 3, we obtain the lower bound 2 202t (C 1 ; C 2 ). For the upper bound, we have that (C1; C2) jC1j = jC2j = 2 20t01 .
The lower bound given by Theorem 4 is an even power of two. So, comparing with the intersection problem for binary Hamming codes, see (1) above, it is impossible to obtain two extended perfect 4 -linear codes of length 2 = 2 t (t 3) with intersection number 2 202t01 .
Theorem 5: For any t 3 there exist two quaternary linear perfect codes C 1 and C 2 of length = 2 t01 , such that their quaternary dual codes contain the all-ones vector and (C1; C2) = 2 20l , where l is any value from t + 1 to 2t.
Proof: By Theorem 4, the minimum and maximum intersection numbers for quaternary linear perfect codes C1 and C2 of length 
respectively. Then, it is easy to see that (C 1 ; C 1 ) = 16, (C 1 ; C 2 ) = 8
and (C 2 ; (C 2 )) = 4, where = (2; 3). 2 )i is of type 2 +1 4 and the result follows. Moreover, there exist such codes for any possible intersection number between these bounds.
Proof: Let C 1 and C 2 be two quaternary linear perfect codes of dual type (0; ; 1; 1) and (0; ; 2; 2) respectively. Note that these two codes do not necessarily contain the all-ones vector. However, there exist two vectors u and v of order four such that 2u = 2v. Therefore, by Lemma Again, using the same arguments as in Theorem 4, we obtain the bounds for the intersection number. Finally, by Theorem 5 there exist two quaternary linear perfect codes with intersection any value between these bounds, except for 
B. The Abelian Group Structure for the Intersection of Quaternary Linear Perfect Codes
Again in this subsection, unless otherwise stated, we assume that the quaternary all-ones vector always belongs to the quaternary dual of any quaternary linear perfect code.
To investigate the abelian group structure for the intersection of such quaternary linear perfect codes, the following statement will be helpful, which we can immediately obtain from Proposition 3.
Theorem 7: For any two quaternary linear perfect codes C1 and C2 of dual type (0; ; 1 ; 1 ) and (0; ; 2 ; 2 ) respectively, such that their quaternary dual codes contain the all-ones vector, with = 2 t01 and t 4, the intersection code C 1 \ C 2 is of dual type (0; ; ; ), where and satisfy the bounds given by Proposition 3.
From the dual type of the intersection code C1 \ C2, it is easy to compute the type of C 1 \C 2 using the fact that if a quaternary linear code has type (0; ; ; ), then its quaternary dual code has type (0; ; ; 0 0 ).
Next we will show that there exist quaternary linear perfect codes of length = 2 t01 for any t 4, with intersections of type (0; ; ; ) for all possible and between the bounds given by Theorem 7. In Example 3, for quaternary linear perfect codes of length = 4 (t = 3), we show which intersection codes with parameters between these bounds are possible.
Example 3: For = 4 (t = 3) there are two quaternary linear perfect codes C 1 and C 2 given by = 1 and = 2, so of dual types (0; 4; 2; 1) and (0; 4; 0; 2), respectively. We can take the matrices H1 and H2 from (15) as parity-check matrices of C1 and C2, respectively.
By an exhaustive search, the intersection code C 1 \(C 1 ) with paritycheck matrix H 1 k (H 1 ) is of dual type (0; 4; 2; 1) for any permutation . On the other hand, the intersection code C 2 \ (C 2 ) is either of dual type (0; 4; 0; 2) or (0; 4; 0; 3). For example, taking = Id and = (1; 2), we find that are parity-check matrices of these two intersection codes. Finally, the intersection code C 1 \ (C 2 ) is always of dual type (0; 4; 1; 2) for any permutation .
Lemma 5: Let C 1 and C 2 be quaternary linear perfect codes of dual type (0; ; 1 ; 1 ) and (0; ; 2 ; 2 ) respectively, such that C 1 \ C 2 is of dual type (0; ; i; j), 4 . Then, there exist two quaternary linear perfect codes of dual type (0; 2; 1 + 1; 1) and (0; 2; 2 + 1; 2) with intersection codes of dual type (0; 2; i 0 ; j) for any i 0 2 fi + 1; i + 2g.
Proof: Let H 1 and H 2 be parity-check matrices of the quaternary linear perfect codes C1 and C2, respectively. The matrices 
H2 H2
are parity-check matrices of quaternary linear perfect codes D1 and D2 of dual type (0; 2; 1 + 1; 1) and (0; 2; 2 + 1; 2), respectively. Since the intersection code C 1 \ C 2 is of dual type (0; ; i; j), the intersection code D 1 \ D 2 is of dual type (0; 2; i + 1; j). Moreover, taking the permutation = (1; + 1), the intersection code D1 \ (D2) is of dual type (0; 2; i + 2; j), because we are adding the row (0; . . . ; 0; 2; . . . ; 2) of order two in the parity-check matrix of this intersection. 0 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 0 0 0 0 2 2 2 2 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 and the permutation = (7; 13; 15)(8; 14; 16), the intersection code
is of dual type (0; 16; 2; 3). So, the result is true for m = 2.
Now, we assume that the result is true for perfect codes of dual type Then, by Lemma ).
We will prove the statement by induction on t 4, and we need to show the result is true for the initial cases t = 4 and t = 5. where H3 is a parity-check matrix of an extended binary Hamming code of length 8. When 1 = 2 = 1, by using the proof of Theorem 5, we have intersections of dual type (0; 8; r; 1) for any r from 3; 4; 5; 6. When 1 = 2 = 2, using the quaternary linear perfect code of dual type (0; 4; 0; 2), the intersection codes in Example 3 and Lemma 5, we obtain all the possible intersection codes for this case, except the intersections of dual types (0; 8; 3; 2) and (0; 8; 0; 3). However, taking the permutations = (1; 5)(2; 4) and = (1; 2)(3; 4), the codes C 2 \(C 2 ) and C 2 \(C 2 ) are of dual types (0; 8; 3; 2) and (0; 8; 0; 3), respectively. Finally, when 1 = 1 and 2 = 2, using the perfect codes of dual types (0; 4; 2; 1) and (0; 4; 0; 2), the intersection code of dual type (0; 4; 1; 2) in Example 3 and Lemma 5, there exist all possible intersection codes for this case, except the intersection code of dual type (0; 8; 4; 2). Taking the permutation = (1; 2)(4; 5), the code (C 1 ) \ C 2 is of this missing type.
Similarly, for t = 5 we can find, by direct search, all the possible intersection codes fulfilling the statement. We avoid to write here the complete list. Suppose the result is true for quaternary linear perfect codes of length = 2 t02 and = 2 t03 (t > 5). Notice that when t is even then bt=2c coincides with b(t+1)=2c so, in this case the proof is finished. When t is odd we need to prove the statement for 1 2 f1; . . . ; (t + 1)=2g and 2 = (t + 1)=2, which is straightforward from Lemma 8. For t = 4, in Table II we show how to construct all intersection codes of dual type (0; 8; ; ), for all possible and , using Theorem 8, Lemma 4 and the intersection codes in Table I which are not in bold type.
For t = 5, we can also construct all the intersection codes of dual type (0; 16; ; ), for all possible and , using Lemmas 4-8, and the intersection codes in Tables I and II , which are not in bold type.
The intersection codes in bold type in Tables I and II are the ones obtained when we do not focus just on the intersection problem C1 \ (C2), but on the intersection problem C1 \ ((C2)). So, they are the new intersection codes obtained by Theorem 9 respect to the ones obtained by Theorem 8.
Notice from Table I that it is not possible to construct two quaternary linear perfect codes of dual type (0; 4; 2; 1) with intersection of dual In this section we consider the intersection problem for 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes such that 6 = 0. We also investigate the abelian group structure for the intersection of such codes. Again, all statements presented in Section II are valid for this case with some small changes.
Given a 2 4 -additive extended perfect code C of dual type (; ; ; ) with 6 = 0, we always have + 2 = 2 t , + 2 = t+1, = 2 r and + = r + 1 (see Theorem 1) . Hence, given the parameters and , all the 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes with these parameters must have the same parameters and . Therefore, we study the intersection problem C 1 \ ((C 2 )), where C 1 and C 2 are two 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes of the same type with 6 = 0.
Considering that the vector with binary ones in the binary part and quaternary twos in the quaternary part always belongs to the additive dual of any 2 4 -additive extended perfect code, from Proposition 2 we obtain the following statement. Recall that the type of a 2 4-additive code can be computed from the type of its additive dual code using (4), so we can establish the following theorem. and (4; 2; 2; 1), respectively. The code C1 corresponds to an extended binary Hamming code of length 8, so we have intersection codes of dual type (8; 0; ; 0; ) for any value = from 4 to 7 (see [8] or (1)).
By an exhaustive search and taking H2 as a parity-check matrix of C2, Lemma 9: Let C 1 and C 2 be 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes of dual type (; ; ; ) with 6 = 0, + 2 = 2 t and t 3, such that C1 \ C2 is of dual type (; ; i; j; k). Then, there exist two 2 4-additive extended perfect codes of dual type (2; 2; + 1; ) with intersection codes of dual type (2; 2; i 0 ; j 0 ; k 0 ) for any (i 0 ; j 0 ; k 0 )2f(i+1; j; k + 1); (i+2; j; k+1); (i+2; j; k + 2)g: For t = 4, we have three 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes given by = 0; 1 and 2. For = 0, the code corresponds to an extended binary Hamming code and for these codes the result was proved in [8] (see (1) ). For = 1, using Lemma 9 and the codes constructed in Example 4, we can obtain intersection codes of all different dual types except for (8; 4; 6; 1; 3) and (8; 4; 6; 1; 6). However, taking the permutations 1 = (1; 3; 5; 7)(2; 4; 6; 8)(9; 10) and 2 = (1; 8; 7; 6; 5; 4; 3), the intersection codes C \ 1(1(C)) and C \ 2(C) are of dual type (8; 4; 6; 1; 3) and (8; 4; 6; 1; 6), respectively, where C is the perfect code of dual type (8; 4; 3; 1) constructed using Lemma 9. Recall that 1 is an inversion on the first coordinate.
Finally, by Lemmas 9 and 11 and using similar arguments to that in Theorem 8, the result follows.
The following theorem describes the intersection numbers for the 2 4-additive extended perfect codes with 6 = 0. Proof: It is straightforward from Proposition 4 and using the same argument as in Theorem 3.
The following result is to point out that the bounds in the previous theorem are tight. Moreover, we show that there exist such codes for any possible intersection number between these bounds. It is easy and straightforward to prove this from Theorem 11. Using the theorems that we established before for 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes, it is easy to obtain the same results for the intersection codes C1 \ C2. We can summarize these results with the following theorem. This last theorem includes the binary Hamming codes (when = 0 and, so, = 0), and we can see it as a generalization of the solution of the intersection problem for binary Hamming codes given by Etzion and Vardy (see (1)).
V. CONCLUSION
In this correspondence, we continue studying the intersection problem for codes initiated in [8] (where the authors proposed finding the intersection numbers for binary perfect codes) and investigated in [3] , [1] , [2] , [13] , [16] .
Given two 2 4 -additive perfect codes we compute not only the possibilities for the intersection number, but also the abelian group structure of this intersection and presented the codes having such group structure. We settle the problem for nonextended and extended 2 4 -additive perfect codes, which means that we solved the problem for perfect 4-linear and 2 4-linear codes.
A characteristic of (extended and not extended) 2 4-additive perfect codes of type (; ; ; ) is that these parameters are not any values. For instance, in the extended case, and + 2 are both powers of two; moreover, after fixing and , the parameters and have specific values (as we can see in Section I-C). Hence, the intersection parameters of these kind of codes do not cover all the possibilities given by the generic bounds for the intersection of 2 4-additive codes (Proposition 1 and 2) .
There are still some interesting problems regarding this topic such as, for example, the problem of finding the abelian group structure of the intersection for 2 4 -additive Hadamard codes, that is, the dual codes of the 2 4 -additive extended perfect codes studied in this correspondence.
